CORPORATE ASTRO- Comprehensive Analysis Report
KARNI PACKAGING PRIVATE LIMITED
Date of Incorporation: 09th March 2006.
Place: Hyderabad.
CORPORATE ASTROLOGY- An Introduction:
Growing a tree? You need:
i)

Seeds

ii)

Adequate Sunlight

iii)

Good Soil

iv)

Adequate Water &

v)

Suitable Atmosphere.

All the above combined factors are needed for growing a healthy tree. If any of the
factors are missing say for example adequate sunlight or water, apparently the tree
will not grow healthy or may not even grow. Practically, this is not possible where all
the factors are present in the right mix. For example, we have no control on the
climate & soil but with the nature. For this reason, Fertilizers & Nutrients are used
to cover up the deficiencies & boost the growth of healthy trees.
A Company grows just like a tree. For its functioning you will primarily need:
i) Right Strategies in place &
ii) Adequate resources required for its implementation.
But, for achieving consistent growth & success you need something more that is not
directly in your control but of the Cosmic power what we generally believe as
‘Destiny’. Just as in the case with growing trees, our analysis & remedies acts as
fertilizers & nutrients for the growth of your Company
How does this work?
The invisible Cosmic energies known as the planetary effects intervene & controls
our day to day activities and we experience the results accordingly which may be
positive or negative depending upon the planets.
If you enhance the positive vibrations of favourable planets & reduce the negative
effects of the malefic planets on you & your company, you can be assured of
success in your endeavours.

Our Role as Corporate Astrologer:
Any business, be it a Corporate or a Small Enterprise requires four major factors to
function.
a) Strategic Planning, b) Branding, c) Staffing, d) Management.
To facilitate your Company’s stability, growth & prosperity we carefully diagnose,
deeply analyse & create ways to direct the positive energies of the cosmic power
which are most favourable to you. These factors when become favourable can take
you to the pinnacle of growth & prosperity. Our Astro-numerological analysis of
various factors, as explained further, helps the Company to grow & prosper on
consistent basis.
I.

ASTRO-STRATEGIC PLANNING:
a) A FAVOURABLE NAME for your Company giving it positive vibrations.
b) Helping in defining the VISION & MISSION of the Company.

II.

ASTRO-BRANDING:
c) A favourable BRAND NAME for the Company or Product.
d) Designing a powerful LOGO on Vedic Astro principles having prosperity giving
vibes for your Company.
e) Advising favourable COLOUR COMBINATIONS for your Company for using
in the Name, Banners & other promotional activities.
f) A favourable TAGLINE for your Company or Product.
g) Designing WEBSITE structure favourable for your Company.

III.

ASTRO-MANAGEMENT:
h) Careful analysis & interpretation of the NATAL CHART of the Company & its
key Directors for identifying the STRENGTHS on which the Company has an
edge, its WEAKNESSES to work upon, OPPORTUNITIES it can capitalise on
& THREATS for taking caution, also called as SWOT Analysis.
i) Careful analysis & interpretation of the HOROSCOPE of the Key Promoters &
Directors and identifying their CORE COMPETITIVE SKILLS where their
performance comes naturally, AREA OF CAUTION where they may struggle
to perform & FAVOURABLE TIME PERIODS in their career which can be
effectively capitalised upon for the growth of the Company along with their
individual growth also.
j) Advising PREFERABLE SHAREHOLDING PATTERN for your Company.

IV.

ASTRO-STAFFING:
k) We help you in selecting the right person for the right role by performing a
CORPORATE EMPLOYEE SCAN- identifying their strengths & weaknesses,
their capability & reliability to handle a particular portfolio.
Last but not the least; we prescribe various suitable REMEDIES to mitigate
the negative effects & vibrations of the planets malefic to us.

Let us analyse & discuss these factors in details:
I. ASTRO-STRATEGIC PLANNING
Strategic planning is an organization's process of defining its strategy, or
direction, and making decisions on allocating its resources to pursue this
strategy. It involves setting goals, determining actions to achieve the goals,
and mobilizing resources to execute the actions. A strategy describes how the
ends (goals) will be achieved by the means (resources).
By the help of Astro-numero analysis we can give a favourable name to
the company, identify and define specific opportunities and threats of the
company in the market environment and define the company’s vision, mission
and strategy.
1) NAME OF THE COMPANY & ITS IMPORTANCE:
The Name of the Company has to be compatible & favourable to its date of
incorporation i.e. its date of birth as well as its key promoter & director
according to Astro-Numerological principles as it plays a very important role in
the success of the enterprise. A favourable name is capable enough to turn
around the company’s prospects and lead to its success. Similarly an
unfavourable name can spell misfortune & disaster especially when the time
is going unfavourable. The positive vibrations of a favourable name can
reduce/remove obstacles and help the company combat through its tough
times.
For example: ‘Reliance Industries Limited’ having Name Number 9 is quite
favourable to Late Dhirubhai Ambani as well as Mukesh Ambani. Their Info
Communication Company ‘JIO’ is again having 9 as its Name Number.
“KARNI PACKAGING PRIVATE LIMITED” according to Astronumerological principles, the primary number is 9 and the Name number is 6.
The number 9 is ruled by the planet Mars which indicates Force, Aggression,
Courage, Ambition, Leadership qualities & Domination.

The number 6 is ruled by the planet Venus which indicates Talent, Artistic
abilities, Imaginative & Relationship oriented.
This combination is very good as it gives a balanced approach towards its
activities which is most important for its success.
The name number is compatible and attracts its primary number.
Therefore the name is auspicious hence no alteration is required.
You can also use ‘KARNI PACKAGING PVT LTD’. (Name Number 4).
The alphabet ‘K’ inspires a trustworthy nature. Your sensitivity tends to
override everything. You have a built in need to be appreciated. You
anticipate and expect rewards.
Early years may be full of struggle but you attain success in the end. Lot of
hidden enemies but will not be able to encounter you directly and will always
try to damage you from behind.
2) DEFINING VISION & MISSION OF THE COMPANY:
Your Vision Statement is your inspiration, of what an organization would like
to achieve or accomplish in the mid-term or long-term future. It’s the
framework for all your strategic planning.
KARNI PACKAGING PVT LTD Vision statement is defined as under:
VISION
“To serve the consumers across the globe by continuously developing and
creating value added packaging solutions and be a major player in the global
packaging market empowered with ethical values, innovation, quality,
technical support, operational excellence, international best practices and
world class competitive strengths”.
Your Mission statement defines the organization's purpose and primary
objectives. These statements are set in the present tense, and they explain
why you exist as a business, both to members of the organization and to
people outside it. Mission statements tend to be short, clear and powerful.
The Company’s Mission Statement is defined as under:
MISSION
“To create innovative and environmental friendly packaging solutions and
deliver value to our customers, employees and society at large”.
Vision & Mission of the company should be defined keeping in mind our goals,
potentiality, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats & economic
environment where we function.

By the help of Astrology we can deeply analyse and define the company’s
road map and strategically plan to work on it which shall lead the company to
achieve the desired growth and prosperity.
II. ASTRO-BRANDING
Branding is one of the most important aspects of any business, large or small,
retail or B2B. An effective brand strategy gives you a major edge in
increasingly competitive markets. But what exactly does "branding" mean?
Simply put, your brand is your promise to your customer. It tells them what
they can expect from your products and services, and it differentiates your
offering from your competitors'. Your brand is derived from who you are, who
you want to be and who people perceive you to be.
Astrology has a key role in making the right selections for implementing
its branding strategies, which includes:
a) An effective Brand Name
b) Right Colour combinations
c) Powerful Logo
d) A great Tag line for the Company.
3) BRAND NAME:
A brand name is a name used to distinguish one product from its competitors.
It can apply to a single product, an entire product range, or even a company
e.g. Tata, Apple, Sony etc. Your brand name is one of the most powerful
brand signals that you can own therefore it should be carefully articulated as
gives an identity & recognition to the company in the outside world. E.g.
People recognise Johnny Walker as a popular brand name but may not know
its parent company Diageo.
BRAND NAME to be powerful & favourable has to be compatible according to
Astro-numerological principles. “KARNI” having Name number 2 is quite
compatible to its Company name and also its key Directors primary numbers.
As explained earlier, being the name of a deity, the name has positive
vibrations and therefore as your BRAND NAME, it is quite powerful &
favourable.

4) COLOUR COMBINATIONS:
Colours are an important component of your business be it in its name, logo,
other business promotion materials and your business website. Right
combination of colours that are suitable and favourable to you helps you
succeed in your activities and unfavourable colour combinations can act as an
obstacle in its growth path.
For example: ‘Airtel’ uses Red representing the planet Sun as prominent
colour for branding as it is favourable to the Company & its Promoter & CEO
Mr. Sunil Bharti Mittal.
Colours also have strong emotional associations too. Red, for instance, is an
aggressive colour; its fiery elements are associated with speed, excitement
and passion while green is a calming colour associated with growth, renewal
and nature.
‘KARNI PACKAGING PRIVATE LIMITED’ Astro-numerological analysis
suggests, Red, Green, Gold, Yellow & White are favourable colours for you.
Use them prominently in Names, Logos & Back grounds.
Avoid Navy Blue, Brown, Purple & Black. However you can only use them as
font colours.
Rest all the other colours are neutral therefore can be used in minor areas as
the situation demands.
5) COMPANY LOGO:
A Business Logo appears on all of the company letterhead, communications,
marketing and advertising pieces of a business as a graphic representation or
symbol for the company. Essentially, the Logo is typically the first thing a
reader may notice before reading the text. Logos help in the creation of a
brand identity for a company or business because the primary functions of a
Logo are to inspire trust, recognition and admiration for a business or product.
A Logo must be simple, memorable, timeless, appropriate and versatile, but at
the same time conjure up the feeling you want your target audience to
associate with your business.
A good Logo design displays the overall essence of the business. It portrays a
business that is positive, professional, stable and reliable. The Logo promotes
awareness of the company and allows the company to stand out from other
similar companies. It presents the values and services of the business in a
memorable visual image. In essence, when someone sees the company
Logo, it should conjure up the appropriate feelings about the business or its
products or services.

A good Logo should be designed keeping in mind the suitable shapes &
angles, colour combinations which are favourable to the company and its
visual nature.
A badly thought up Logo can very easily destroy the image of the company
due to its negative vibes. On the other hand, a carefully designed Logo can
reach out well to your target audience and communicate to them the worth of
your company or product. Therefore, everything depends on the design and
vibrations of your Logo. Let us analyse our current Logo and the new logo:
The Old/Current Logo

The current/old Logo is a combination of Green & Red where the name is
boldly written in Red. The colour Red used majorly is quite favourable and
gives a bold character to its name. The colour green gives a sense of
environmental friendly and adaptability in its nature.
The colour combination is compatible but the colour combination has to give a
strong character to the Company along with being favourable for its growth
and success.
The Logo should also look firm instead of its drooping shape. Therefore it is
strongly advised to make the necessary changes in the logo and the redesigned Logo is shown below:
The New Logo

The new logo is designed on the Vedic principles choosing the right shape,
favourable colour combinations and suitable font size that shall contribute
towards the company’s positive growth story. A combination of Red and Blue
gives a perfect vibration of a corporate environment. The colour Red stands
for stability & firmness and gives a strong character to the company and the
colour Blue stands for strategic planning & corporate culture giving it a refined
corporate feel.

6) TAGLINE OF THE COMPANY:
A great Tagline is a powerful tool that can help consumers, customers,
suppliers, and other interested audiences link your company or product name
to a brand promise and message.
After a brand name or company name, the Tagline is often the second most
noticeable element.
A great Tagline can:
 Enhance the brand promise
 Inspire you to learn more about the brand or company
 Differentiate the brand or company from the competition
 Create an emotional bond
A favourable Tagline has to be Astro-numerologically compatible to the name
of the company. The Tagline created by us for your Company which is Astronumerologically compatible:
COMPANY’S TAGLINE: “Crafting Your Imagination” Name Number 4 which
attracts the primary number of the Company.
III. ASTRO-MANAGEMENT
The person or persons controlling and directing the affairs of an organisation
are the ones who are mainly responsible for its growth and prosperity. Here,
Astrology plays its most important role, as from astrological point of view
every corporate entity is ruled by various individuals which includes the CEO
or Managing Director. Along with the Company’s Natal Chart, proper analysis
of the horoscopes of the key Promoters & Directors become of utmost
importance for its smooth running, operations and growth prospects. It will
help us in identifying the areas of investment and selecting the line of activity.
This is very important for the success of the project.
7) NATAL CHART OF THE COMPANY:
The Company’s Birth Chart tells us about the Company’s overall qualities like
its Natural Traits, its Strong & Weak areas of functioning, its ability to raise
finances & service its debts, the market response the Company shall receive
and an overall potentiality for expansion & growth.
KARNI PACKAGING PRIVATE LIMITED Sun Chart Analysis of various
planets as per its Date of Birth i.e. Date of Incorporation (09/03/2006) & place
Hyderabad, is given below:

NATAL SUN CHART

PLANETARY SIGNIFICATIONS & ITS EFFECTS
Planet in Zodiac Planetary
sign
Significations

Planetary Effects on the Company

Sun in Aquarius

Fame,
Sustainability,
Reputation,
Dealings with IT,
Excise & Sales
Tax Departments,
Favours from
Government
Organisations.

Sun being in an Air sign Aquarius,
the Company shall gain good
Name & Fame. Word of mouth
publicities and the overall image
shall be a bit exaggerated in the
market when compared to the
actual position. Government
dealings shall be overall favourable
if handled sensibly. You may have
to shell out more money to get the
work done smoothly with the dept.
Officials.

Moon in Gemini

Liquidity &
Finances,
Sensitivity to
Market, Customer
& Supplier
relations.

Moon being in an Air sign Gemini,
the Company shall have sufficient
Liquidity and shall be in a position
to raise finances as and when
needed. The Company is blessed
with Durudhara Yoga which
promises an overall good financial
stability to the Company. The
Company shall have good
Customer & Supplier relations. It
will get good cooperation and shall

be able to service them well.
Mars in Taurus

Aggression,
Action, Directions
of functioning,
Decision making,
Execution of
Strategies,
Competitors.

Mars in Taurus, an earthy sign give
the Company a firm outlook. The
company shall look to function
strategically and shall have a
practical approach. Company shall
be successful in facing the
competition and shall be in a
position to outshine its competitors
in a strategic way.

Jupiter in Libra

Growth,
Expansion, Capital
Investments,
Profitability,
Capital reserves &
surplus.

Jupiter in Libra, an airy sign makes
the Company ambitious for growth.
The saying “Everything is fair in
Love & War” can describe its
approach. The profitability of the
company shall good but fluctuative.
However the Company shall be
able to build good reserves and
shall grow steadily.

Venus in
Capricorn

Branding &
Promotions,
Innovations, R&D,
Cash Reserves.

Venus in Capricorn, an earthy sign
gives Company a bright image in
the market. The company shall be
able to brand its image well and
enjoy good projection of itself to
the outside world.

Mercury in
Pisces

Raising Loans,
Sales & Marketing
activities, Business
Transactions,
Accountancy, Back
office activities.

Mercury in Pisces shall refrain the
Company to raise more loans. It
shall raise loan only as per its
acute necessity and not at its
comfort level. Overall trade activity
shall be satisfactory.

Saturn in
Cancer

Factory Labour &
working section,
Maintenance
activities,
Production
Efficiency

Saturn in Cancer gives good
comfort levels in handling labour
and working staff. The will be
emotionally attached to the
Company. Spending on
maintenance shall be on a little
higher side.

8) DIRECTORS & SHAREHOLDERS:
The destiny of a company directly depends on the destiny of its Key Directors
and Shareholders. Though a body corporate is deemed to be an Individual
and its natal horoscope can be erected, but the horoscope of the CEO or
Managing Director and other departmental heads and key officers is more
important than the natal chart of the company.
Detailed horoscope analysis of the key Directors have given the following:
NAME

CORE COMPETENCE
SKILLS

AREA OF
CAUTION

Mr. Amit
Somani (M.D.)
DOB:
29/06/1986,
7:14 Hrs,
Hyderabad.

Blessed with Clarity of
Mind, Visionary, Good
Technical & Analytical
brain, Hard working,
Robust health and
qualities of a good
Administrator.

Presentation &
communication
skills.

Suggested core area of
activity:
a) Project planning &
evaluation
b) Setting up
Administration
controls &
Manpower
Handling.
c) Handling Accounts
& Finance
d) Handling technical
areas like Machine
Management

FAVOURABLE
PERIODS

Favourable to
Excellent: You will
see a time of
growth,
Suggested area
happiness &
to minimise
prosperity.
involvement:
Mixed to
a) Giving verbal Favourable: You
will see growth &
presentations on behalf progress in life
but in a slow
of the
Company in pace.
a seminar or Unfavourable to
Mixed: A period of
exhibitions.
caution.
b) Marketing
Disappointments,
areas where Losses and
verbal
litigations.
expressions However you will
are needed. also get relief in
Eg: Initial
between but
meets with
overall a period of
the customer hurdles &
where verbal disappointments.
presentation
Mar ‘15-Dec ‘17:
matters.
Mixed to
c) Handling
Favourable.
critical
matters with Jan ‘18-Dec ’18:
Mixed to
Govt

officials.

Favourable.
Jan ’19-Sep ’21:
Favourable to
Excellent.
Oct ’21-Sep ’24:
Unfavourable to
Mixed.
Oct ’24- Dec ’26:
Favourable to
Excellent.

Mr. Mohit
Kakani
(Director)
DOB:
24/02/1990,
12:10 Hrs,
Hyderabad.

Blessed with a good
oratory & Presentation
skills, Tactful & having
Business Acumen, self
confidence and an overall
good fortune.
Suggested core
area of activity:
a) Handling
Marketing and
Customer
relations.
b) Handling PR and
Govt. Liasoning.
c) Capable of
handling key
Management roles
like Planning,
Organising &
monitoring
Execution.

Lacks physical
Stamina &
Patience, Difficulty
in following
routinious
schedules.
Suggested area to
minimise
involvement:
a) Handling
Labour &
Back offices
b) Activities
which
involves
physical
exertion &
patience.

Favourable to
Excellent: You will
see a time of
growth,
happiness &
prosperity.
Mixed to
Favourable: You
will see growth &
progress in life
but in a slow
pace.
Unfavourable to
Mixed: A period of
caution.
Disappointments,
Losses and
litigations.
However you will
also get relief in
between but
overall a period of
hurdles &
disappointments.
Mar ‘15-July ‘17:
Favourable to
Excellent.
Aug ‘17- Nov ’19:
Mixed to

Favourable.
Dec ’19-Oct ’20:
Unfavourable to
Mixed.
Nov ’20-Jun ’23:
Favourable to
Excellent.
Jul ’23- Apr ’24:
Mixed to
Favourable.
Mr.Sumeet
Somani
(Director)
DOB:
23/10/1987,
00:35 Hrs,
Hyderabad.

Blessed with Common
sense, an Enterprising
Nature, Risk taking
abilities and a friendly
nature which helps to
connect with the people.
Will be Influential.
Suggested core
area of activity:
a) Activities
involving
Teamwork
b) Managing
labour & work
force.
c) Relationship
based
Marketing.
d) Govt. &
Political
Liasoning.
e) PR activities
f) Handling
Technical
areas.

Avoid Speculative
activities &
Impulsive decision
making & weak in
Stress
Management.

Favourable to
Excellent: You will
see a time of
growth,
happiness &
prosperity.
Mixed to
Suggested area to
Favourable: You
minimise
will see growth &
involvement:
progress in life
a) Back office & but in a slow
pace.
Accounts
Unfavourable to
b) Areas of
Mixed: A period of
Individual
caution.
working.
Disappointments,
Losses and
c) Handling
litigations.
sensitive
However you will
issues.
also get relief in
between but
overall a period of
hurdles &
disappointments.
Mar ’15-Aug ‘16
Mixed to
Favourable.
Sep ’16- Sep’ 19
Favourable to

Excellent.
Oct ’19-Mar ’22
Mixed to
Favourable.
Apr ’22-Mar ’25
Unfavourable to
Mixed.

9) MANAGEMENT SKILL ANALYSIS:

RATINGS:
5- Excellent. 4- Good. 3- Average. 2- Somewhat Weak. 1- Poor

10) PREFERABLE SHAREHOLDING PATTERN:
Shareholding pattern which is most favourable to the Company as well as its
Shareholders is an important factor to decide. A careful analysis of Promoters
& Shareholders charts enable us to arrive on the following criterion for
deciding share holding pattern:
i) Potentiality of Raising finance and debt servicing.
ii) Potentiality of Wealth creation & earning profits.
iii) An overall Favourable period in working tenure.
iv) Luck factor.
Name of the Raising
Shareholder Finance &
Debt
Servicing

Wealth
Creation &
Earning
Profits

Favourable
Periods in
working
tenure

Luck
factor

Overall
Rating

Mr. Amit
Somani

5

4

4

3

4

Mr. Mohit
Kakani

4

5

4

3

4

Mr. Sumeet
Somani

4

4

4

4

4

Prospective Ratings:
5- Excellent, 4- Very Good, 3- Good, 2- Average, 1- Weak
As per the above analysis any combination of Shareholding ratio is
suitable.
11) COMPREHENSIVE ASTRO-NUMEROLOGICAL CHART:
S.No

ASPECT ANALYSIS

DESCRIPTION

REMARKS

1

Name of the
Company:

Name Number – 6

Favourable

‘Karni Packaging
Private Limited’
2.

Vision & Mission

Well defined

Favourable

3

Brand Name

Name Number - 2

Favourable

‘KARNI’
4

Auspicious Colours

Red, Green, Gold, Yellow,
& Blue

Favourable

5

Colours to Avoid

Navy Blue, Brown,
Maroon, Voilet & Smoke
Grey

Minimal Use

6

Company Logo

Colour Combination

Favourable

Shape
7

Tag Line:

Well defined

Favourable

‘Crafting Your
Imagination’
8

Auspicious Dates

3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24,27,30 Favourable

9

Inauspicious Dates

1,8,10,17,19,26,28

10

Contact Nos:

Numerological Analysis:

Landline: 64625600
Karni Packaging

Total No. 2

Favourable

Mobile: 9949100011
Mr. Amit Somani

Total No. 7

Neutral

Mobile: 9000880888
Mr. Mohit Kakani

Total No. 4

Neutral

Not favourable

12) PLANETWISE STRENGTH IN RATING:
The ratings have been assigned after careful analysis of Birth Chart, Varga
Charts & Shadbal of every planet in the respective horoscopes. The strength
analysis of the planets helps in SWOT analysis and remedial measures.
PLANETS & ITS
SIGNIFICATIONS

KARNI
PACKAGING
PVT LTD

Mr. AMIT
SOMANI

Mr. MOHIT
KAKANI

Mr.
SUMEET
SOMANI

SUN
Fame, Sustainability,
Reputation, Dealings with
IT, Excise & Sales Tax

**1/2

**

***

**

Departments, Favours
from Government
Organisations.
MOON
Liquidity & Finances,
Sensitivity to Market,
Customer & Supplier
relations.
MARS
Aggression, Action,
Directions of functioning,
Decision making,
Execution of Strategies,
Competitors.
JUPITER
Growth, Expansion,
Capital Investments,
Profitability, Capital
reserves & Surpluses.
VENUS
Branding & Promotions,
Innovations, R&D, Cash
Reserves.
MERCURY
Raising Finance, Sales &
Marketing activities,
Business Transactions,
Accountancy, Back office
activities.
SATURN
Factory Labour & work
force, Maintenance
activities, Production
Efficiency
RAHU
Strategic planning, Illegal
activities, Unaccounted
Income & Expenditure

****

***1/2

***

***

***

***

***

***

***1/2

**

***1/2

****

****

***

****

****

**

****

****

**1/2

***

****

**

***

**

**1/2

***

***

and Unethical practices.
KETU
Repayment of Loans,
Formation of Trust,
Corporate Social
Responsibilities.

**

**1/2

***

***

RATINGS:
***** (5 Star): Great. **** (4 Star): Good. *** (3 Star): Average. ** (2 Star): Somewhat
Weak. * (1 Star): Poor.
13) COMPREHENSIVE ‘SWOT’ ANALYSIS OF THE COMPANY
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

The Company shall
generate adequate
liquidity as
indicated by its
Natal Chart as well
as the Horoscopes
of the Key
Directors.

The Company may
face some difficulty
in dealing with the
Government
departments. It is
advised that a
person with the
favourable & strong
Sun in his
horoscope should
preferably handle
Government
related issues on
behalf of the
Company.

The key Directors
have an overall
good time period
for the next 10
years which gives
great opportunity
for the Company to
grow desirably.

It may face some
troubles because of
unhealthy
competition.

It shall enjoy good
relations with
Customers &
Suppliers.
It shall have a firm
outlook and shall
look to function
strategically and
shall have a
practical approach.

It can resort to
unethical practices
which may bring
some damage to
the Company’s
It shall be
successful in facing reputation in the
market.
the competition.
It will be ambitious
for growth and
shall be able to
grow steadily &

Right mix of
Director
combinations gives
it an edge for
operations as they
compliment well
each other. This
indicate the
Company shall
have a balanced
growth.
The Company can
explore markets
preferably in the
North, North West
& North East
direction which
shall benefit it well.

Need to be careful
of the Evil Eye of
hidden enemies &
others which could
be damaging. It is
advised to install
Yantra protecting
from the Evil Eye at
the factory gate or
remove nazar of
the factory every
Saturday.
The Company is
prone to having
rumours in the
market which can
become a reason
for its defamation.

build reserves.
It will enjoy a good
brand image in the
market.
The employees &
workers shall be
emotionally
attached to the
Company.

14) COMPANY’S PROSPECTIVE GROWTH INDICATOR:
By our research & experience we have learnt that about 20-40% is
contributed by the Company’s chart & 60-80% by its key promoter’s &
director’s chart, depending upon planetary strength & various other factors, in
evaluating the Company’s growth prospective. The growth chart for the
Company for next five years is indicated below:
Financial Year

Expected Growth Rating

Apr 2015 – Mar 2016

Moderate

Apr 2016 – Mar 2017

Good

Apr 2017 – Mar 2018

Very Good

Apr 2018 – Mar 2019

Very Good

Apr 2019 – Mar 2020

Excellent

RATINGS:
5- Excellent, 4- Very Good, 3- Good, 2- Moderate, 1- Negative
IV. ASTRO-STAFFING:
Head Hunting or employing able employees for a company has become the
most important job in the leading corporate circles. All big corporates and
multinationals have woken up to the fact and have started taking help of
Corporate Astrologer for picking up the right person for the right job.
By Astro-numerological analysis we do Corporate Employee Scanning i.e.

 Identifying their strengths & weaknesses.
 Their Capability to handle a particular portfolio.
 Their Reliability in terms of handling the responsibilities in an
honest & committed way.
 Their overall nature & temperament indicating factors like job
satisfaction & organizational commitment.
15) CORPORATE EMPLOYEE SCAN
Employee Details:
Name: Mr. Jagdish Mishra
Designation: General Manager- Production
Birth Details: 7th June 1982, 7:15 Hrs, Allahabad.
QUALITY PARAMETERS
Leadership Skills

Work Knowledge Skills

Pressure Handling Skills

Reliability & Trust

Taking Responsibility

Intelligence

Resourceful

Character & Nature

PERFORMANCE REMARKS
He is capable enough to handle labour
and subordinates issues and motivate
them to perform. An overall good
leadership skills
He has a very good mind to
understand his subject well. Work
knowledge wise he should be good &
well equipped.
He has a mental framework which is
not very good at handling crisis
management and pressure. But he can
plan well his targets and look to
achieve them systematically.
He has an average trust level. If given
a chance he can exploit situations but
if restricted access to the sensitive
areas, reliability to the extent of his
performance in work should not be an
issue.
He is a person who faces the situation
and can take responsibility for his acts
or performance.
He has a good intelligence level to
understand & grasp things.
Knowledgeable enough to understand
and work upon wider aspects of
portfolio.
He is resourceful and can manage the
manpower requirements by arranging
them as and when needed.
He is a man with good moral character.

RATING
***

****

**1/2

**

****

***

****

***

He is short tempered, intelligent, skillful
helpful, an opportunist and friendly.
RATINGS:
***** (5 Star): Excellent. **** (4 Star): Very Good. *** (3 Star): Good. ** (2 Star):
Average. * (1 Star): Weak.

V. ASTRO-REMEDIES:
We prescribe suitable remedies that can be followed for mitigating the
negative effects & vibrations of the planets malefic to us. We advise you to
sincerely follow these remedies to get optimum results of your hard work.
Karni Packaging Private Limited:
Natal Chart analysis of the Company as well as its key Directors has indicated
certain planets giving some part of malefic effects as explained:
Sun being in its enemy sign of Aquarius which is ruled by Saturn in the
Company’s Natal Chart and an overall weak Sun in the key Directors
horoscopes can bring defamation & negative image even for a small act which
otherwise was ignorable. Also some trouble in dealing with the Government
officials is indicated due to which hurdles & delays shall be experienced in
getting the desired work done.
Mercury in its debilitation sign Pisces in the Company’s Natal Chart makes it
weak but being fairly strong in the key Directors horoscope shall give an
overall positive results. However remedies for the debilitated Mercury shall
help Company to perform better in its respective area.
Saturn in an enemy sign in the Company’s Natal Chart can cause troubles
with productivity & labour issues. The factory issues related to labour &
productivity should ideally be handled by Mr. Amit Somani, who has a strong
Saturn placed favourably in his horoscope.
Remedies to follow:
i)

It is advised to install a Surya Yantra made of Bronze at the
entrance gate on a Sunday.

ii)

It is advised to have some greenery with plantations around the
factory premises. This remedy helps in mitigating the effects of
debilitated Mercury in the Company’s Natal Chart.

iii)

Factory Labour wages & transporters payments to be exclusively
made on Saturdays. Try to avoid sorting out grievances & disputed
matters with them on Saturdays specifically.

iv)

It is advised having the contact numbers i.e. landline or mobile of
the Company with its total 6. Avoid numbers totalling 1 and 8. Other
numbers shall be neutral.

v)

It is advised to begin new ventures or any auspicious activities on
Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays & Fridays preferably being
favourable. Avoid Saturdays, rest are neutral.

vi)

It is advised to install a Yantra to remove the Evil Eye or regularly
remove Nazar of your factory & office premises on Saturdays.

NOTE:
While all precautions have been taken for the accuracy of the complex
calculations, we make no warranties, either expressed or implied.
Success is a blend of Good Fortune & Hard Work.
Best Wishes,
Tumul Rathi
(Corporate Astrologer)
“CORP ASTRO”

